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COURT ADR NEWS
Candidates Disagree on Mediation in Louisiana
Judicial Elections

In many states, mandatory mediation of custody disputes is par for the course. In
Louisiana, though, it’s a point of contention between two judicial candidates in New
Orleans. In interviews with The Lens, a nonprofit, nonpartisan news provider, the
incumbent and her opponent gave very different opinions of the court’s mandatory
mediation program.
In her interview, the incumbent for a domestic court judgeship, Bernadette D’Souza,
touted a mandatory custody mediation program which she helped to implement, saying
that parties are more likely to abide by an agreement they construct themselves. Her
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RSI Seeks Interns

opponent, Taetrece Harrison, criticized the court's program fees as an unfair burden We're seeking two interns for the spring 2015
semester. The Research Intern will
to some people. In another domestic court race, one candidate, Monique Barial,
write new resources about ADR articles, court
said she would encourage mediation but not require it, also citing a concern about fees. rules, and other documents for our Resource
Two other candidates for the positions did not discuss mediation in their interviews. In the Center. The Foreclosure
Mediation Intern will update our
November 4th election, D’Souza defeated Harrison with more than threedocumentation of foreclosure mediation
quarters of the vote.
programs across the country. See position
Oregon Foreclosure Mediation Program More
announcements for more information. We will
Effective after Changes
accept applications through November 21.
According to new data reported in the blog Oregon Live, the state's Foreclosure Mediation Quarterly
foreclosure mediation program had its busiest month in August of this

Statistical Report

RSI just completed the quarterly
year, with nearly 400 meetings between homeowners and lenders. While these meetings statistical report for the five
apply to a small fraction of the total number of homes in foreclosure, the program has
foreclosure mediation programs funded by the
greatly expanded since the state legislature revised the program in 2013 to increase bank Illinois Attorney General. It shows that the
participation. In seven months of the program’s first incarnation, which applied only to non- percentage of homeowners who were able to
retain their homes due to the programs has
judicial foreclosures, only six mediations were held because lenders opted to
increased since the June 2014 report.
take their foreclosures to court, avoiding the mediation program. The
Foreclosure Mediation Program
state expanded the program to include in-court foreclosures as well in August of 2013.
Oregon Live reports numerous statistics on the program obtained from the Oregon

Expands to Boone County

As of November 1, 2014, the 17th Judicial
Circuit Residential Mortgage Foreclosure
Department of Justice (the newest statistics are not available online, but
Mediation Program will expand from
Winnebago County to also include Boone
previous reports are.) Since the law was changed, 22% of the state's 13,000 new
County. On Monday, November 3, we held a
foreclosures have chosen foreclosure mediation, with 593 agreements reached which kept
program launch party to celebrate the
502 homeowners in their homes. Post-conference surveys show that 80% of homeowners success of the program in Winnebago County
who participate are satisfied with the process, even those who receive an unfavorable
and to welcome Boone County. Because of
the successful roll-out of the program, we
result. Lenders were more equivocal, with 60% of lenders' representatives saying they
have been able to expand the reach of our
were satisfied or very satisfied with the process, while 38% said they were neutral.
services and RSI's 17th Circuit Foreclosure
Want your court ADR news before the next edition? Check CourtADR.
Mediation Program Coordinator, Kimberly
org for updates throughout the month.
Ackmann, will be moving from part-time to fulltime employment.
RSI Presents to Civil Justice Reform
Group

THIS MONTH AT RSI

RSI Board Vice President Terry Moritz and
Executive Director Susan Yates made a
presentation about foreclosure mediation at
Heat Maps Improve Foreclosure Mediation Services
the Civil Justice Reform Group on October
Shawn Davis, Director of Foreclosure Mediation, explains how mapping 14. We discussed how the principles of
data helps us to improve our services
dispute system design from foreclosure
This month has been an exciting time for the foreclosure mediation team at RSI. We have mediation can be applied in other settings.
been focusing on how to expand the reach of our programs in Kane, Lake and Winnebago
Counties, while still providing high quality services. One tool that has been incredibly
useful in terms of evaluating our programs is a series of heat maps we developed in
conjunction with Woodstock Institute, a nonprofit research and policy

Yates Meets with Illinois Judicial
Conference ADR Committee

Executive Director Susan Yates continues to
work with the Mediation Committee of the
Illinois Supreme Court Access to Justice
Commission. On October 23 she and Jack
organization that helps us gather and organize foreclosure data. What’s a heat map?
Block, the Chair of the Mediation Committee,
There are two right below this column. Picture a weather map that uses shades of red to and participated in the meeting of the Illinois
show how hot a place is. We used the same principle to map the intensity of other types of Judicial Conference ADR Committee to
explore how the two Illinois entities might
data, and created three heat maps for each county that we serve. One map shows the
work together.
total number of foreclosure filings in the county for the period in which our mediation

program has been up and running. The map colors get darker in areas with the greatest FROM OUR BLOG
number of filings. The second map shows the number of those foreclosure cases that
Foreclosure Mediation Programs
contacted the foreclosure mediation program. The final map plots the percentage of
Helping to Retain More Homes
foreclosure cases within each census tract that contacted the mediation program. This last Jen Shack reports on the newest statistical
map has proven to be especially useful to our programs in identifying areas where we
report for five foreclosure mediation programs
in Illinois.
have the potential to increase our impact.
Housing Matters

Two of Lake County's heat maps, shown below, are particularly interesting. Lake
County has some communities that were hit very hard by the foreclosure crisis and
are still struggling to recover, as well as other more affluent communities where
foreclosure filings are low. The deeper red areas of the map on the left show
communities with the highest number of foreclosure filings, mostly in the western and
northern parts of the county. The map on the right details the percentage of
homeowners with foreclosure filings that contacted the mediation program. In this
case, the percentage of homeowners working with the mediation program is low in
many high-need communities. By mapping this information, it was much easier to
recognize the pattern that homeowners in areas with the greatest number of
foreclosure filings are also located the farthest away from program services. The
challenge is to find a way to better serve these communities in need so that we can
increase the percentage of homeowners in foreclosure who work with the mediation
program. The information provided by the heat maps is powerful because it allows us
to better target outreach efforts. The data also help us to facilitate a dialogue with
community leaders and program partners about ways in which we can make housing
counseling and mediation services more easily accessible. We look forward to
meeting these challenges and keeping you updated along the way.

Shawn Davis reports on her experiences at
the Housing Matters conference hosted by
Housing Action Illinois.

How to Mediate High-Conflict Cases:
Balance and Control

Jen Shack reports on a new study that found
that successful mediators in high-conflict
cases could control the course of the
conversation and effectively move it between
emotional content and factual content.

HOW CAN WE HELP?
How Can We Help You? RSI offers a
clearinghouse of information on CourtADR.
org and also responds to requests for
information. Do you have a question about
court ADR?

RSI Site
CourtADR.org
LinkedIn
Facebook

NEW RESEARCH
Research Demonstrates Mediation Leads to
Creative Solutions
by Jennifer Shack, Director of Research
Lin Adrian and Solfrid Mykland, “Creativity in Court-Connected
Mediation: Myth or Reality?” Negotiation Journal, October 2014. (Sub.
Req.)
Mediation advocates often cite the possibility of creative resolutions as one of the benefits
of mediation. A recent study of 129 court-related civil mediations in Denmark and Norway
has found that the majority of mediated agreements were indeed creative. Unlike other
studies, this research compared the claims filed with the court to the agreements reached
in mediation. The researchers defined a creative agreement as one that contained
elements beyond those identified in the court filing. They then split the agreements into
three categories:
1. The agreement had no or one creative term. (This includes cases in which the
agreement met the claims of only one of the parties or was a compromise
between the two claims. The researchers included cases with only one creative
term because they found that the single extra term was likely just something like
a payment plan that wasn’t truly creative.)
2. The agreement had two to four creative terms.
3. The agreement had five or more creative terms.
The case types involved in the study were diverse – from contract disputes to probate
and divorce cases. The researchers found that 52% of the mediations sampled had two or
more creative terms, and 26% had more than five. The likelihood of creative terms
increased as the amount in dispute increased. Further, creative terms were more likely in
probate and divorce cases, and when at least one party was an individual. They were also
more likely when the mediation lasted more than three hours. This finding is supported by
negotiation research, which has found that people who are pressed for time process
information less effectively, rely on stereotypes to understand the other party, and reach
distributive agreements rather than integrative ones.
This tip comes from Olga Kordonskaya, who coordinates our Lake County
foreclosure mediation program:
When you have a topic you’d like to discuss with your mediators, remember that there are
many ways to communicate with your team. We had an issue of power imbalance come
up in a mediator debrief that we wanted to share with our group. Instead of just sending a
statement to our e-mail list, we decided to bring power imbalance up as a structured
discussion topic at our next brown bag check-in. The structured discussion was such a
success that just two topics took up almost our entire luncheon of lively, informative
discussion that generated many good ideas.
Later, we brought the mediators’ concerns and their proposed solutions back to the
program stakeholders, including the program's judges. The proposed solutions carried
more weight because the judges knew that the mediators and I had already achieved a
strong consensus about how to move forward, all through our discussion.
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